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Equity: That Means Everyone
For those of you who joined our 2020 Virtual Summit, you heard Dr. Arin
Reeves’ keynote address regarding equity. We often talk extensively about the
diversity and inclusivity efforts that are paramount to creating change, but too
often we do not take the time to specifically discuss the nuances of equity and
the value it will add to the legal profession.
Equity itself is complicated.
It requires strategic action steps that will result in evening the playing field at
any cost. It requires expanding notions of diversity and inclusivity into creating
a plan where equity itself is the end game.
In 2020/2021 CLI’s vision and focus is all about equity. CLI will lead its
members from diversity and inclusivity to equity by continuing to offer relevant
and practical programming, consultation services and trainings about equity.
As an organization CLI believes that as Paul Farmer once stated: “[e]quity is
the only acceptable goal.” With equity at the forefront DEI will thrive in
2020/2021 and CLI will be at the forefront, leading the legal community toward
this only acceptable goal.

Membership
Look for your membership renewal email this week. If you're not already a member, you
can click here to join.
In 2020/2021 our focus is on providing relevant tools, content and support around bringing
Equity into your organizations. This year CLI will focus our efforts beyond mere
conversations to include equity tools that you can share with your organization to level the
playing field. CLI is committed to providing relevant, actionable content, now more than
ever. This requires highly specialized consultation services coupled with a particular plan
to meet your specific needs.

CLI Blog
Ally vs. Accomplice
For months anti-racism books were
at the top of book lists as thousands
committed to educating themselves
about race and racism in the United
States.
Social media was flooded with
infographics about history that had
been whitewashed, links to petitions
and other resources.
All in all, it seemed as though the
non-Black world was collectively
realizing that what is happening right
now did not happen out of thin air
but rather is the predictable outcome
of systemic racism.

Read our latest blog here
Ally vs Accomplice

Each week we share a small tip to help all of us as we work to become better
allies. You can find the latest Tip of the Week on our home page and past
tips here. If you've got a great tip to share, you can email it to us here.

CBA President's
Message
Colorado Bar Association
President Jessica Brown quotes
Sara Scott's essay "Two
Pandemics" in her message in
Colorado Lawyer. You can read
the CBA President's
message here.
(Published with permission)

Click here to read Two
Pandemics, originally published
in June 2020.

Remembering Sonny Flowers

We were saddened to learn of the
passing of attorney and diversity
advocate,Sonny Flowers.
As Judge Gary Jackson noted at his
memorial "Sonny lived a life a well
lived and has enriched my life.
Although he is not here, I know that
he is still watching my back as I
make 'good trouble'."
Thank you, Sonny, for you
contributions to our community will
not be forgotten.

Partner Spotlight: Ballard Spahr

We had an amazing
week at our Virtual
Summit!
Thank you to our
sponsors, speakers,
panelists and guests
for making it possible
to share great
information even
when we can't get
together in person.
See below for more
great feedback about
our Virtual Summit.
And if you weren't
able to join us, please
get in touch to access
materials you may
have missed.

"All I can say is, “wow”. Today’s keynote address and program was incredible
and something all our lawyers, especially our “opportunity givers,” need to
hear. I cannot recommend Monday, Tuesday and today’s programs enough to
your organizations."
"Terrific Summit. Thanks for the hard work."
"...wonderfully relevant, engaging, and well-run Summit! This event is a key
component of fulfilling CLI’s mission each year. Sara and SJ flawlessly
transitioned this year’s event into a very successful virtual event. We are so
grateful for your efforts!"
"Outstanding session today, both the presentation and Q&A. I thought Ann
broke everything down so well, and you did a great job moderating some hard
questions, Sara."

ACC Colorado and Stinson LLP Diversity Trailblazers
Webinar with Sara Scott

RSVP Here for September 16
ACC Webinar RSVP
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Join us on September 16 for as
wehear from the visionaries and the
leaders that are making great strides
to foster inclusion in the workplace.
This candid discussion will take a
close look at the various diversity
plans and programs being
implemented within each company.
The panelists will share some of the
challenges that they have faced, as
well as positive outcomes that have
resulted because of their efforts.

Thank you to our home host

